English verbs with two parts

Many English verbs have two parts, e.g. cut down, cut out, cut up. They are listed alphabetically at the end of the entry for the verb, e.g.

*TIP
Look out for the blue bullet points at the end of the dictionary entry for the verb.

1 Lots of verbs with ‘put’
Complete the word web.

- (shoes) **on**
  1 Schuhe anziehen

- (a light) **off**
  2 ein Licht ______

- something **away**
  3 etwas ______

- (the pen) **back**
  4 den Kugelschreiber ______

- (the bottle) **down**
  6 die Flasche ______

- (your hand) **up**
  5 deine Hand ______

- (the light) **on**
  7 das Licht ______

2 Lots of verbs with ‘get’
Now do the word web below – you can choose your own words.

- **out of** the car
  1 aus dem Auto aussteigen

- **into** the car
  7 in das Auto einsteigen
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